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Abstract
Communication through natural language dialogue has enabled humans to satisfy social needs, share
knowledge, collaboratively solve problems, and negotiate compromises. Unfortunately, language barriers
can hinder such communication. Thus, language education grounded in dialogue is essential for those with
urgent needs, e.g., refugees or immigrants, and those who desire longer-term careers in an environment
with an unfamiliar language. In many cases, there is a need to learn a domain-specific subset of a language
for people to communicate in a new language environment.

This work presents a method of creating dialogue for language education through surrounding dialogue
generation. Surrounding dialogue generation, as defined, is a complex natural language generation problem.
We propose a novel deep learning architecture with adapters; it generates domain-specific conversational
dialogues using an open-source pre-trained language model used in several state-of-the-art architectures,
namely GPT-2. Its successors, GPT-3 and GPT-4, have shown even more remarkable results. But they are,
for a third party, impossible to add adapters to. Our architecture extends a dialogue by generating preceding
and following utterances. Several experiments are done to validate the benefits of the architecture as a
creative tool for educators. The experiments show promising results and provide a basis for future research.
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1. Introduction

Context. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been used to learn natural language from
large amounts of textual data represented as word embeddings [1, 2, 3, 4]. Sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) is an encoder-decoder structure commonly consisting of Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) [5]. Seq2seq forms the basis of several state-of-the-art language models with numerous
applications, e.g., document classification [6], dialogue systems [7], sentiment analysis [8], and
opinion mining [9]. These applications solve downstream tasks by adapting pre-trained language
models. Vaswani et al. [10] demonstrate that their Transformer ANN architecture, using only an
attention mechanism [11], is state-of-the-art. Transformer models employ a seq2seq structure
in a Deep Neural Network (DNN) architecture for data-driven language translation [10]. GPT-2
(Generative Pre-trained Transformer, version 2) [2], its predecessor GPT [12], and its successors,
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GPT-3 [1] and GPT-4 [13], are all causal language models that use the concept of left context
(previous text) to predict the next word. Kiros et al. [14] describe an encoder for predicting future
sentences and previous sentences of a context. We are in this work interested in using large
language models for exercise generation [15, 16, 17, 18], specifically generation of exercises for
learning foreign languages [15, 18].

Challenges. Technological advancements and globalization have increased the demand for
understanding and speaking multiple languages. For example, the refugee crisis due to the Russo-
Ukrainian conflict has uncovered that language barriers are a reason for weak provider-patient
communication between healthcare workers and Ukrainian refugees [19]. Developing broad and
deep language competence is difficult and time-consuming for a language learner. Ultimately,
language learners should focus on their most relevant domains of interest, which typically include
their work or professional interests. A language educator must thus craft a curriculum that
balances domain-specific content and regular language curricula of appropriate difficulty. This
is challenging. Although substantial progress has been made, it is also a challenge for machine
learning, including DNN methods, to create such high-quality educational materials. Many
applications, including document classification [6], dialogue systems [7], sentiment analysis [8],
and opinion mining [9], solve downstream tasks by fine-tuning or adapting pre-trained language
models. However, given the large model and dataset sizes, this often comes at a very high
computational cost.

Contributions. We define the research question as the following: how can a simple creative
data-driven tool, powered by computationally efficient machine learning, assist an educator in
writing dialogues for language and communication training? To assist educators in assembling
scalable domain-specific dialogues, a novel architecture called the BFD (Backward-Forward
Dialogue) Generator is developed in this work. The architecture consists of multiple collaborative
components utilizing Machine Learning (ML), Natural Language Processing (NLP), and Deep
Learning (DL). The BFD Generator produces domain-specific dialogues using GPT-2 tuned using
adapters [20] on the conversational dialogue corpus WIZARD OF WIKIPEDIA [21]. The BFD
Generator extends a brief input dialogue by generating preceding and following utterances.

The following points provide a summary of our main contributions:1

1. A formulation of the surrounding dialogue generation problem, motivated by a need to
create domain-centric language education dialogues.

2. A novel architecture, the Backward-Forward Dialogue Generator, that produces surrounding
dialogue from a dialogue snippet.

3. A computationally efficient and modular transfer learning approach underlying the
Backward-Forward Dialogue Generator, generating utterances using adapter-based tuning
of a large-scale language model.

4. Experimental results demonstrating the value of the Backward-Forward Dialogue Generator
as a creative tool that aids educators in writing dialogues for language learning exercises.

This paper defines the dialogue generation problem in Section 2. In Section 3, we present
related work on dialogue systems. The proposed architecture of the BFD Generator is presented
in Section 4. A discussion of the experimental results is in Section 5. We conclude this paper and
reflect upon future work in Section 6.
1This paper builds upon the MS thesis of Ellen Zhang Chang [22].



2. The Surrounding Dialogue Generation Problem

A dialogue is usually structured such that each speaker takes turns making utterances [23]. Two
consecutive turns between different speakers make up an exchange. Multiple exchanges are
considered a dialogue. After conversing with someone, only some parts (or snippets) of the
dialogue may be memorable. From a snippet, one can speculate about the rest of the dialogue.
This is the intuition behind our problem description and approach. This section introduces our
dialogue generation problem and a gold standard for human evaluation of dialogues.

2.1. Problem Formulation

Figure 1: The proposed SDGP architecture takes a dia-
logue snippet and additional information (topic,
dialogue length) as input to generate a more ex-
tensive dialogue as output.

The Surrounding Dialogue Genera-
tion Problem (SDGP) is defined as
follows. Given a dialogue snippet 𝑐
(involving two speakers 𝑠1 and 𝑠2),
its topic 𝑡, and a length 𝑙, generate an
extended dialogue 𝑐′ that is on topic
𝑡, has 𝑙 number of turns, and con-
tains the dialogue snippet 𝑐. SDGP
is a challenging problem, given the
current state-of-the-art in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP). This has
implications for solving it, as dis-
cussed in Section 4, and how the input and output are treated. The SDGP is part of a more
extensive workflow for teaching language, used as a creative tool by educators. That workflow is
essential to remember but is not reflected in Figure 1 due to lack of space.

Solving the SDGP amounts to generating a dialogue from a dialogue snippet, topic, and
dialogue length, as illustrated in Figure 1. This differs from the work by Kiros et al. [14]
concerning a model that reconstructs surrounding sentences within the book domain, not the
dialogue domain. We are interested in machine learning methods to solve the SDGP, where
dialogue datasets are the basis for generating surrounding dialogues.

2.2. Gold-Standard Human Evaluation

Human evaluation is the gold standard for evaluating dialogues, including those discussed in
Section 2.1. Humans assess the quality of generated dialogues using metrics like these:

1. Sensibleness. How well the utterances make sense in the dialogue context [24].
2. Specificity. How specific the utterances in the dialogue are [24].
3. Interestingness. How interesting the dialogue is [3].
4. Informativeness. The percentage of responses that carry information on the external world

that can be supported by the other utterances in the dialogue [3].
5. Groundedness. The percentage of utterances that carry information on the external world

that can be supported by external sources [3].



6. Teachability. Since we focus on language learning, we propose a new metric, teachability,
compared to LaMDA [3]. We consider the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR), an international standard for describing language proficiency. CEFR
organizes language proficiency in six levels, A1 to C2 [25]. Teachability seeks to measure
how well the specific dialogue can be understood at a given CEFR proficiency level.

We use these metrics in experiments in Section 5.

3. Related Work

A dialogue system is, for our purposes, a computer system capable of having a dialogue with a user.
Three broad classes of dialogue systems are found in the literature: task-oriented, conversational,
or question-answering [26]. This work focuses on task-oriented and conversational dialogue
systems. We discuss them below, along with how such systems are evaluated and their fit into
computer-assisted language learning.

Research on reliable, cheap, and general automatic metrics for evaluation of dialogue systems
is an active research area [26]. Today, no automated metrics can compete with human judgement.
While human decisions are often used in dialogue evaluations, they are expensive and not always
reliable. The value of human reviews is further seen in LaMDA [3]. Human judgement is used
to generate, label and evaluate dialogue training data. Typically, crowd workers label responses
given dialogue contexts and rate them using, in the case of LaMDA, the following metrics:
sensibleness [24], specificity [24], interestingness, safety, groundedness, informativeness, citation
accuracy, helpfulness, and role consistency (see Section 2.2).

A task-oriented dialogue system is characterised by its clearly defined and measurable
goal (usually to help a user achieve their goal efficiently), structured behaviour, a specific
domain, and efficiency [26]. Typically, the dialogue system initiates the dialogue with a user.
Applications include technical support [27] and recommendation systems [28]. Traditionally,
task-oriented dialogue systems are designed as a pipeline consisting of a dialogue manager, a
natural language understanding unit (NLU), a dialogue state tracker (DST), and a natural language
generation unit (NLG). A problem with this traditional pipeline is that each unit is trained and
supervised independently, making the pipeline vulnerable to error propagation across the units
[29]. Consequently, recent efforts often integrate units. SimpleTOD (Simple Task-Oriented
Dialogue) [30] is a simple integrated approach with state-of-the-art performance. SimpleTOD
uses GPT-2 [2] to generate responses for task-oriented dialogue. SimpleTOD solves the sub-
tasks of the different units in a unified way through multi-task maximum likelihood training. It
enables modelling of the inherent dependencies between the sub-tasks of task-oriented dialogue
by optimizing for all tasks in an end-to-end manner.

A conversational dialogue system seeks to keep an engaging conversation with the user [26].
The dialogues are usually unstructured and open-domain, with context and variability in utterances
being essential features. An interesting and engaging dialogue is maintained if there is satisfying
variation in topic and language. However, to keep the user’s attention, the context should not
fluctuate too much. The two main approaches to building dialogue systems are rule-based and data-
driven. A data-driven dialogue system typically uses either utterance classification or utterance



generation.2 Example conversational dialogue agent designs include chatbots with personality
[31] and agents mimicking movie characters [32]. In the Second Conversational Intelligence
Challenge, the conversational dataset PERSONA-CHAT was introduced. TransferTransfo [33]
uses this dialogue-only data to fine-tune a dialogue system. TransferTransfo proved to be a
state-of-the-art conversational dialogue system, winning the automatic metrics track.

There are several hybrid and general dialogue systems. Sun et al. [23] propose a task-oriented
dialogue system enhanced with chit-chat. Their system consists of two language models and a
switch module that decides their interactions depending on the context. Hybridization, in the form
of integration of conversational dialogue elements, led to a more natural and engaging dialogue.
LaMDA (Language Models for Dialog Applications) is a pre-trained deep learning language
model [3]; it is closely related to the LaMDA metrics discussed in the paragraph about the
evaluation of dialogue systems. LaMDA is computationally costly but achieves excellent results
with the ability to generate and rank its generated responses. When fine-tuned on specific metrics,
LaMDA can achieve near-human performance on sensibleness, specificity, and interestingness.
While fine-tuning on a small set of safety and groundedness labeled data showed increased
performance, LaMDA’s gap to human performance is still significant.

Among computer-assisted language learning (CALL) systems, the research most closely
related to our work includes research on exercise generation [15, 16, 17, 18], specifically exercise
generation for foreign language learning [15, 18]. Unlike research on AI-based generation of
question-answer assessments [17, 34], we seek to generate dialogues that include questions and
answers, but not only those two types of utterances. Thus, our research is also related to CALL
research on generating exercises from texts [18] with an emphasis on machine learning [35] and
conversational agents for (gamified) language practice [36, 37, 38].

4. Proposed Architecture: The BFD Generator

The main point of our novel BFD Generator is to take a dialogue snippet and extend it to a more
extensive, yet meaningful, dialogue using forward and backward utterance generation. Figure 2
depicts the architecture of the BFD Generator and its components, thus detailing Figure 1. The
BFD Generator’s components, discussed in this section, include a pre-trained causal language
model that can switch between using two adapters, a decoding method, and a selection module.

We study both the BFD Generator in general as well as two special cases, the BD Generator
and the FD Generator. The BFD Generator can generate, with respect to an input snippet, both
preceding and following utterances. The BD Generator only generates preceding utterances,
creating BD-extended dialogues. The FD Generator only generates following utterances, creating
FD-extended dialogues.

Input and Output. The BFD Generator pipeline starts with the input to the BFD Generator,
consisting of a dialogue snippet 𝑐, topic 𝑡, and length 𝑙. The snippet 𝑐 consists of the utterances 𝑢𝑖
for 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛, which alternate between the two speakers 𝑠1 and 𝑠2. The snippet and topic pair
𝑑 = (𝑐, 𝑡) is transformed into a sequence of tokens using a pre-trained tokenizer and sent into the

2Some dialogue systems do not generate utterances but consider it a classification problem and pick from a selection
of human-written utterances. Other systems generate utterances by looking at the context (either the dialogue or
elements of the dialogue). This dichotomy applies to both conversational and task-oriented systems.



Figure 2: Pipeline of the BFD Generator, detailing the “Proposed Architecture” in Figure 1. Inputs
are sent as a sequence of tokens into the Causal Language Model to generate 2𝑘 candidate
utterances. The Adapter Switch applies the appropriate adapters to the language model, making
it a forward or backward expert. The layers of the adapters and how they are applied to the
Causal Language Model is shown to the bottom left. The candidates are scored in the Selection
Module, and the highest-scoring candidate is added to the dialogue snippet. The cycle continues
until the dialogue length is equal to the input length. Finally, the extended dialogue is output.

causal language model. The output from the causal language model is a probability 𝑃 (𝑥|𝑡, 𝑐′) for
the next word to be 𝑥 given a sequence consisting of 𝑡 and the current extended dialog snippet 𝑐′,
initialized as 𝑐′ = 𝑐. Here, 𝑉 is the vocabulary, and we consider all words 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉 .

Forward and Backward Adapters. Since GPT-2 is a decoder-only architecture, all inputs for
adapting the language model are expressed as sequences of tokens. We adapt the TransferTransfo
approach [33] to our topic-specific dialogue domain by swapping personality (represented as 4-6
sentences describing the identity of the speaker) with topic 𝑡 in the input. This is to keep the topic
consistent throughout the generated dialogue for the generation of more relevant phrases for good
language learning. Each dialogue in the dataset is split into multiple dialogue snippets, which
are part of the input sequences with the following structure: a beginning-of-sequence token, a
topic (noun or noun phrase), a dialogue snippet with utterances separated with two different
speaker tokens, and finally an end-of-sequence token. A critical difference between the backward
and forward experts3 is the utterances’ order in the input sequence. For the forward expert, the
utterances are ordered from the oldest to the most recent utterance. For the backward expert, the
opposite ordering is used. The final input token sequence combines the word, positional, and
segment embeddings of the input sequence, which adds the meaning of the words and strengthens
their positional information and which speaker each utterance belongs to [33].

Our backward and forward experts are trained separately to optimize their individual perfor-
mance and ensure independence. The adapters are optimized over a combination of two loss
functions: a next-utterance classification loss and a language modeling loss, where distractors are
randomly sampled utterances [33]. We hypothesize, and validate experimentally in Section 5.3,
that adapter-based tuning requires fewer resources to train to an adequate level and is more space

3Backward adapters are placed between the transformer layers in the language model to construct a backward expert.
When the backward adapters replaced by with forward adapters, we get a forward expert.



efficient than fine-tuning. Adapter-based tuning also allows for swapping of active experts in the
large-scale language model for forward and backward utterance generation.

Adapter Switch. Since the experts are trained separately, we ensure that the appropriate set
of adapters is used for candidate utterance generation. For the BFD Generator, after forward
utterances have been generated, the Adapter Switch swaps to the backward adapters. For the BD
and FD Generators, only backward or forward adapters are used, respectively.

Causal Language Model. We adapt the large language model GPT-2 [2] to the topic-specific
conversational dialogue domain by adapter-based tuning, taking inspiration from the Transfer-
Transfo technique [33]. Specifically, we develop an expert for the forward-generation task and an
expert for the backward-generation task. Both experts write text in a forward manner, word by
word, using the causal language model’s ability to predict the probability of the next word given
a word sequence. The experts utilize Residual Adapters [20], which are trainable, simple, and
small neural networks placed between each decoder layer within the large-scale language model.

Decoding Method. Dialogue generation is an open-ended task, where each context can have
many reasonable preceding and following utterances. It is difficult to judge if an utterance is
suitable for a context while constructing the utterance. Thus, we generate a pool of candidate
utterances that are compared to the context and against each other.

Language models only output the probabilities for the next word given a context, while
decoding methods are used to construct sentences given these probabilities. Top-𝑝 sampling is
a decoding method shown to be proficient at generating natural, engaging, and interesting text
while reducing the chance of trailing off the topic [39, 40]. Thus, to keep the candidates diverse
while staying on-topic, we use top-𝑝 sampling with temperature as the decoding method. We
construct 2𝑘 candidate utterances in natural language using top-𝑝 sampling. The candidates are
denoted 𝑢𝑚𝑖−1 and 𝑢𝑚𝑛+1, for 𝑚 = 1, ..., 𝑘, for backward and forward utterances respectively.

Additionally, we ensure that each candidate (for each direction) are unique. Half of the
candidates are generated with one of the speaker tokens first, and the rest with the other, as the
model may rely on apprioriate speaker assignment.

Selection Module. The Selection Module scores the candidate utterances and adds the highest-
scoring candidate to the dialogue. Due to the independence of the experts, only a single candidate
(not one from each expert) is added to the current snippet 𝑐 in each iteration. This is to avoid
discrepancies in the dialogue since the context may change when a candidate is added.

Candidates are scored using a weigthed sum consisting of proper noun count and utterance
disimilarity. Let the snippet be 𝑐 = 𝑈 self ∪ 𝑈other. Here, 𝑈 self is all of the utterances by the
candidate’s speaker and 𝑈other the utterances by the other speaker, ordered from the oldest to
most recent utterance. The self utterance disimilarity 𝑑self between the candidate 𝑢𝑐 and 𝑈 self is:

𝑑self(𝑢𝑐, 𝑈
self) =

|𝑈 self|∑︁
𝑖=0

(𝑔self − 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑐, 𝑢𝑖) * 𝑘𝑖4), (1)

where 𝑔self, 𝑘4 ∈ (0, 1) and 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑐, 𝑢𝑖) = 𝑢𝑐 · 𝑢𝑖/(|𝑢𝑐||𝑢𝑖|) is the cosine similarity between two
utterance embeddings, a measurement for the relatedness of the ground truth and the generated
response in conversational dialogue systems [41]. Here, 𝑔self denotes the ideal cosine similarity
score between 𝑢𝑐 and 𝑈 self. The other utterance disimilarity 𝑑other swaps 𝑈 self, 𝑔self, and 𝑘4 with



𝑈other, 𝑔other, and 𝑘5, respectively. Parameters 𝑘4 and 𝑘5 reduce the influence of utterances that
are further away from 𝑢𝑐. Thus, the score for a candidate 𝑢𝑐 generated from the snippet 𝑐 is:

𝑠(𝑢𝑐, 𝑐) = 𝑘1 * 𝑛𝑐 − 𝑘2 * 𝑑self − 𝑘3 * 𝑑other, (2)

where 𝑘𝑗 for 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3 are positive coefficients and 𝑛𝑐 is the proper noun count of the candidate
𝑢𝑐. The candidate score 𝑠(𝑢𝑐, 𝑐) is a weighted sum of proper noun count 𝑛𝑐 (measuring specificity
and being on topic) and two scores for how dissimilar the candidate is to other utterances by the
same speaker 𝑑self and the other speaker 𝑑other.

5. Experimental Results

This section aims to validate the benefits of the BFD Generator as a creative tool for creating
dialogues for language learning through various experiments.

Setup. We use the small GPT-2 architecture provided by the transformers [42] library.
Residual Adapters are provided by the adapter-transformers library [43]. The seed is set
to 24. Top-𝑝 sampling is used with 𝑝 = 0.9 with temperature 𝑡 = 0.7. The parameters of the Selec-
tion Module (𝑔self, 𝑔other, 𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3, 𝑘4, 𝑘5) are respectively set to (0.42, 0.43, 0.1, 5, 4, 0.01, 0.1)
based on pilot experiments with human evaluations by two educators. Following [33], we train
over two epochs, and the learning rate of the Adam optimizer is set to 6.25 * 10−5. The batch size
is set to 2 due to the limited resources. The 4 closest utterances of a candidate are used during
training and utterance generation. The Universal Sentence Encoder is provided by spaCy4 in the
en_core_web_sm package, which is also used for noun phrase recognition.

Dataset. The open-source conversational dialogue corpus WIZARD OF WIKIPEDIA [21] is
used for adapting the language model. Its dialogues are labeled by topic and have informative
dialogues grounded by crowd workers using Wikipedia, which we hope the BFD Generator can
mimic. We use a training, validation, and test data split from the ParlAI framework [44]. The
training set contains 129.6k dialogues with a total of 669.4k utterances. Redundant whitespaces,
dialogues containing file extensions (e.g., “.png"), square brackets, or utterances of more than
200 tokens are removed. Only fifteen dialogues are removed in this way. Using a rule-based
algorithm we find that the dataset mainly contains dialogues on CEFR level B2 or higher, which
may be reflected in the generated utterances.

5.1. User Study

Since automatic metrics for dialogue systems have shown a low correlation to human judgments
[45, 46], we rely on expert evaluations of 30 dialogues. In our small user study, two highly
interested educators were each presented with 15 different dialogues generated from 5 snippets.5

Quantitative Study. The educators score the dialogues with our metrics (see Section 2.2)
using a 7-point Likert scale. Afterward, they are given five minutes to adjust a dialogue to be
suitable as an exercise at a specified CEFR level. Finally, they evaluate the adjusted dialogue on

4https://spacy.io/
5Dialogues were created using the BFD, BD, and FD Generators. There were 15 dialogues in total (5 dialogues for
each model), covering 5 different topics and 4 different CEFR levels (A1 to B2) [22, Appendix A.4].



(a) Generated dialogues (b) Dialogues after human adjustments

Figure 3: Boxplot of human evaluations of generated dialogues before (3a) and after (3b)
educators’ dialogue adjustments. The BFD-generated dialogues and their edited versions are
scored on the six metrics (horizontal axis) using a 7-point Likert scale, with 4 being neutral and
7 being best. Feedback on the usefulness (purple) of the BFD-generated dialogue for creating
language learning content on the specific topic and CEFR level is given on the same scale.

(a) Educator 1 (b) Educator 2

Figure 4: The educators’ individual evaluations, in radar plot format, of the dialogues created
from the snippet shown in Table 1. The evaluations differ most notably on the groundedness
and informativeness metrics (southwest and south in the radar plots). However, they are similar
in teachability, sensibleness, specificity, and interestingness (the other directions), where both
educators increased the quality in less than five minutes.

the same metrics and how useful the BFD-generated dialogue was in creating language learning
content. The user study results are shown in Figure 3. From the results, we see that the educators
consistently increased the dialogues’ sensibleness, interestingness, and teachability. Notably,
educators can consistently add significant value to sensibleness and teachability. However, we
observe a big interquartile range in informativeness and groundedness, both in the generated and
human-adjusted dialogues. We hypothesize that (i) these two metrics are less important for our
purposes or (ii) the time limit was too tight. Throughout the study, the generated dialogues (with
only forward, only backward, or both utterance types) were helpful to the educators in making
language learning content, see the usefulness boxplot in Figure 3b (in purple, to the right).

Qualitative Study. We study how the educators used the BFD Generator for an example from
the user study. Table 1 shows a BFD-generated dialogue and an educator’s version of it after
being given five minutes to adjust it. The other educator created a similar adjusted dialogue,



BFD Generator Dialogue Dialogue after Educator 1’s Adjustments
A: I have! What is your favorite travel destination? A: I love to travel, do you?
B: I love traveling. I love to travel, do you? B: Yes, I love traveling. I’m going to Italy this summer.
A: Yes, I’ve been to Greece. Have you been to Greece? A: That sounds nice!
B: What are your plans for the summer holiday? B: What are your plans for the summer holiday?
A: We are going to Greece. I can’t wait! A: We are going to Greece. I can’t wait!
B: That’s great, I love Greece! Have you been B: That’s great, I love Greece! Have you been
there before? there before?
A: No, it’s my first time. Do you have any A: No, it’s my first time. Do you have any
recommendations? recommendations?
B: I don’t really know much about travel, but I know B: I haven’t been in Greece, so I don’t know. Have you
that I love to travel. been in Italy and can give me some recommendations?
A: I have heard that travel is one of the most important A: Yes, I have been in Italy. You should visit the
activities for the human race. Do you know if that is true? Colosseum in Rome!

Table 1
A dialogue (left) created by the BFD Generator using a dialogue snippet (bold) and the topic
“Travel”. The educators are given five minutes to adjust the generated dialogue to make it suitable
for CEFR level B1 given the topic. An example dialogue after an educator’s edits (right) must
contain the dialogue snippet, but everything before and after it can be changed.

which is left out for space reasons. The educators’ evaluations and the dialogues’ improvements
across the metrics are seen in Figure 4. Both of the adjusted dialogues use parts of the generated
utterances, notably more in the backward utterances to the dialogue snippet. They found a phrase
that suited the CEFR level (i.e., “I love traveling”) and used repetition to make it more suitable for
a language exercise. In the forward utterances of the dialogue snippet, there is less resemblance
between the generated dialogue and the educators’ versions. It is clear that the generated forward
utterances lack sensibleness and do not fit as well with the dialogue snippet. Thus, the educators
themselves increase the quality of the dialogue. Interestingly, Educator 1 uses the uncertainty in
the generated utterance “I don’t really know much about travel, but I know that I love to travel”
by changing the reasoning behind the uncertainty to make it fit the context better.6 This example
suggests that educators can productively improve the BFD-generated output, even though the
adjusted dialogue may have lower-than-ideal quality for some metrics.

5.2. Generating Surrounding Dialogues

We now compare the self-evaluations of the adjusted BFD-extended dialogues with adjusted
BD- and FD-extended dialogues. In Figure 5 and Figure 6, self-evaluations of all adjusted
BFD-, BD-, and FD-extended dialogues by the educators are shown. The first observation we
make is the following. While there is some variation among the educators, the overall shapes
of the radar plots are similar between adjusted BFD-, BD-, and FD-extended dialogues when
looking at the evaluations from the educators separately. We generally observe that adjusted
BFD-extended dialogues for both educators score the highest across all metrics. This suggests
that while both preceding utterances (adjusted BD-extended dialogues) and following utterances
(adjusted FD-extended dialogues) are helpful separately, it is when joined in the BFD setting that

6Another interesting point is how the adjusted dialogues are similar, starting with expressing interest for traveling and
ending with recommendations for attractions. Additionally, the evaluations of the groundedness and informativeness
of the dialogues are significantly different between the educators. However, the educators’ scores for the sensibleness,
specificity, interestingness, and teachability of the generated dialogue align well. This shows the subjectivity of
human judgments.
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Figure 5: Evaluations of all adjusted BFD-, BD-, and FD-extended dialogues by Educator 1.

(a) BFD-extended (b) BD-extended (c) FD-extended (d) Labels

Figure 6: Evaluations of all adjusted BFD-, BD-, and FD-extended dialogues by Educator 2.

the best resulting extended dialogues may be achieved.
Additionally, the educators told us that all of the extended dialogues were on-topic. This

supports our hypothesis about being able to keep the topic of the dialogue consistent by adapting
a transfer learning technique for keeping the personality of the speakers consistent. The educators
also found the extended dialogues to be on a too-high CEFR level in most cases. This may be due
to the CEFR imbalance in the dataset. In the user study, the educators adjusted BFD-extended
dialogues first, then BD-generated, and finally FD-generated. Thus, the results may be affected
by how familiar the tasks in the user study become to the educators.

In summary, Figure 5 and Figure 6 suggest that: (i) generating in both directions generally
led to higher scores on the targets (compared to 1-way generation), for both educators; (ii)
measuring the qualities of texts can vary with different experts (especially when it comes to
groundedness and informativeness) and is therefore still an interesting research area to explore;
and (iii) generating in different directions led to texts with similar qualities.

5.3. Adapter-Based Tuning versus Traditional Fine-Tuning

We now study the hypothesized better scaling of adapter-based tuning, see the discussion in
Section 4, compared to traditional fine-tuning of language models. We fine-tune GPT-2 for
forward utterance generation using the technique described in Section 4.7 On a single GeForce
980 Ti GPU with 6 VRAM, it took about 4.9 hours to train the backward adapters and 4.8 hours
to train the forward adapters. Fine-tuning GPT-2 requires more VRAM than is available. Thus,
we reduce the batch size to 1 and fine-tune it over forward utterance generation over the same
loss and same input representation, hyperparameters, and dataset. Fine-tuning GPT-2 for forward
utterance generation took 15 hours. This is a 306% increase in training time from the individual

7While GPT-2 [12] has, along certain dimensions, been succeeded by GPT-3 [1] and GPT-4 [13], they are lacking in
some respects. It is not currently possible to perform the studies presented here with these later models.



adapters. By running some qualitative studies on input-output pairs, we observe that both models
can generate utterances that are on-topic and possible to be interpreted by humans, as discussed
in Section 5.1. Additionally, the storage space required for the fine-tuned models (500MB
each) was bigger than the adapters (151MB each) combined with the small base GPT-2 model
(500MB) that we used in the BFD Generator for the user studies. Since base language models like
GPT-2 are available online, it is possible to retrieve the base models from open sources like the
transformers [42] library. In the case of adding more experts to the architecture, it is cheaper
both in training time, VRAM requirements, and storage space to use adapter-based tuning instead
of fine-tuning. This result supports the hypothesized benefit of using adapters (see Section 4).

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Conclusion. To solve the SDG problem (SDGP), we suggest the BFD Generator (Backward-
Forward Dialogue Generator) as a creative data-driven tool to help language educators. This
architecture solves the SDGP by dividing it into two tasks: backward and forward utterance
generation. By iteratively adding backward and forward utterances to a dialogue snippet, the
resulting dialogue is an extended version of the snippet. Finding the best position of the dialogue
snippet in the resulting dialogue is solved implicitly and flexibly. The BFD Generator is data-
driven and uses an adapter-based tuned large-scale language model, specifically GPT-2,8 to
generate the surrounding on-topic dialogue. Compared to the traditional tuning of large language
models, the adapter-based approach requires fewer resources during training and had lower
storage requirements for models. In a small user study, we consider how the BFD Generator
can assist an educator in writing dialogues for language education. In our study, educators
successfully use BFD-generated dialogues as an aid to create language learning exercises, which
is only one of its many applications.

Future Work. Most of the BFD-generated utterances are on CEFR level 2 or higher in our
experiments, and the educators need to reformulate to other CEFR levels if required. Developing
a system that creates dialogues for a specified CEFR level is of interest for future work. Second,
while our user study demonstrates the benefits of the BFD Generator, a more extensive user study
on additional topics and CEFR levels with more educators would improve the understanding of
its capabilities. Third, while the BFD Generator can generate dialogues with high specificity, they
could be more grounded and informative. A separate knowledge-retrieval system to enhance the
groundedness and informativeness of its generated utterances [3] can improve the correctness
of domain-specific knowledge in dialogue. Finally, there is the issue of evaluation by students.
Bodnar identifies three areas of research on automatic exercise generation [47]: evaluation of
exercise generation technology, human expert judgments of exercise quality, and analysis of
students’ usage of generated exercises. While we have made progress on the first two points in
this paper, we have yet to address the third.

8There has been rapid development in the GPT family of large-scale language models. At the time of this writing,
GPT-4 [13] was recently released. Unfortunately, GPT-4 is a proprietary model that does not enable the type of
research on adapters being studied here. However, we hypothesize that the general architecture and research direction
being pursued here would be valuable for GPT-4, should it be released in the future.
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